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10% Online Discount Available
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New Edition!

Play Therapy
The Art of the Relationship
Third Edition

Garry L. Landreth, University of North Texas, USA

“The newest edition of Play Therapy: The Art of the Relationship is rather like having the opportunity to sit and talk with Garry Landreth. His relational manner of writing is more enhanced in this edition... If you have read it before, you’ll love this new edition. If this is your first time to read it, pull up a chair, and enjoy the relationship.” - Linda E. Homeyer, Texas State University–San Marcos, USA

Play Therapy: The Art of the Relationship is the newest incarnation of Garry Landreth’s comprehensive text on creating therapeutic relationships with children through play. It details Landreth’s Child Centered Play Therapy model, which stresses the importance of understanding the child’s world and perspective. This approach facilitates the play therapy process while allowing therapist and client to fully connect. Expanded to cover additional topics of interest, the new edition includes a full chapter on current research in Play Therapy; new sections on supervising play therapists, legal and ethical issues and multicultural concerns; 30 new photographs that show the author demonstrating techniques in-session; practical tips for working with parents; instructions on play room set-up and materials; and online instructor resources.

Hb: 978-0-415-88681-9: £31.99/$49.95

www.routledgementalhealth.com/9780415886819

Examination copy available

Landreth, Ed.: Innovations in Play Therapy
Pb: 978-1-56032-881-0: 2000: 328pp. £27.95/$44.95

www.routledgementalhealth.com/9781560328810

Landreth/Bratton: Child Parent Relationship Therapy (CPRT): A 10-Session Filial Therapy Model

www.routledgementalhealth.com/9780415951104

e-Examination copy available
www.routledgementalhealth.com/9780415952125

CPRT Package
www.routledgementalhealth.com/9780415996334

Advanced Play Therapy
Essential Conditions, Knowledge, and Skills for Child Practice
Dee C. Ray, University of North Texas, USA
Using the Child-Centered Play Therapy Approach, Ray has written the first book to address complex play therapy subjects. Topics covered include: integrating field knowledge of play, development, and theory into the advanced play therapist’s knowledge base; working with difficult situations, such as limit-setting, aggression, and parents; addressing modern work concerns, data accountability, and treatment planning; differentiating play therapy practice in school and community settings; and addressing complicated skills, such as theme work, group therapy, and supervision.
Hb: 978-0-415-88604-8: £29.99/$47.95
www.routledgementalhealth.com/9780415886048
Examination copy available

New!
Play-Based Interventions for Children and Adolescents With Autism Spectrum Disorders
Edited by Loretta Gallo-Lopez, in private practice, Florida, USA, and Lawrence C. Rubin, St. Thomas University, Florida, USA
This book explores the most recognized, researched, and practical methods for using play therapy with the increasing number of children diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASDs), and shows clinicians how to integrate these methods into their practices. Using a diverse array of play-based approaches, the book brings together the voices of researchers and practicing clinicians who are successfully utilizing play and play-based interventions with children and adolescents on the autism spectrum.

FREE SHIPPING! FOR US, CANADIAN AND UK ONLINE ORDERS OVER $30/£20

February 2012: 397pp.
Hb: 978-0-415-89075-5: £30.99/$47.95

www.routledgementalhealth.com/9780415890755

Also Available

**McMahon: The Handbook of Play Therapy and Therapeutic Play: Second Edition**
Hb: 978-0-415-43941-1: 2009: 296pp. £80.00/$128.00

[www.routledgementalhealth.com/9780415439428](http://www.routledgementalhealth.com/9780415439428)

**Cattanach: Introduction to Play Therapy**

[www.routledgementalhealth.com/9781583912485](http://www.routledgementalhealth.com/9781583912485)

---

**Sandplay Therapy in Vulnerable Communities**

A Jungian Approach

**Eva Pattis Zoja**, The International Association of Expressive Sandwork, Italy

*Sandplay Therapy in Vulnerable Communities* offers a new method of therapeutic care for people in acute crisis situations such as natural disasters and war, as well as the long-term care of children and adults in areas of social adversity including slums, refugee camps and high-density urban areas.

Hb: 978-0-415-59271-0: £70.00/$110.00
Pb: 978-0-415-59272-7: £15.99/$24.99

[www.routledgementalhealth.com/9780415592727](http://www.routledgementalhealth.com/9780415592727)

---

**Sandtray Therapy**

A Practical Manual

Second Edition

**Linda E. Homeyer**, Texas State University, USA, and **Daniel S. Sweeney**, George Fox University, Oregon, USA

This new edition of *Sandtray Therapy* is an essential read for professionals and students who wish to incorporate the use of sandtray therapy into their work with clients of all ages. Their six-step protocol guides beginners through a typical...
session, including room set-up, creation of the client’s sandtray and the therapist’s role, processing the sandtray, cleanup, and post-session documentation.

Pb: 978-0-415-88334-4: £16.95/$29.95
www.routledgementalhealth.com/9780415883344

Sandplay Therapy
Research and Practice
Grace L. Hong, the Garden of Hope Foundation, Taiwan
This book explores the essence of sandplay therapy. Drawing on Grace Hong’s extensive work in the field, the book discusses this unique, creative and nonverbal approach to therapy. The book focuses on her experiences in practice, research and teaching from both the US and Taiwan. Divided into five parts and illustrated by in-depth case studies, topics include: sandplay therapy research conducted in the US and Taiwan; the importance of symbols in sandplay therapy; and overcoming depression and trauma through sandplay therapy.

Hb: 978-0-415-57051-0: £80.00/$130.00
www.routledgementalhealth.com/9780415570527

Trauma-Informed Practices With Children and Adolescents
William Steele, The National Institute for Trauma and Loss in Children, Michigan, USA, and Cathy A. Malchiodi, in private practice, Kentucky, USA
Trauma-Informed Practices With Children and Adolescents is a sourcebook of practical approaches to working with children and adolescents that synthesizes research from leading trauma specialists and translates it into easy-to-implement techniques. The approaches laid out address the sensory and somatic experiences of trauma within structured formats that meet the “best practices” criteria for trauma informed care: safety, self-regulation, trauma integration, healthy relationships, and healthy environments. Each chapter contains short excerpts, case examples, and commentary relevant to the chapter topic from recognized leaders in the field of trauma intervention with children and adolescents.

www.routledgementalhealth.com/9780415890526
Engaging Boys in Treatment
Creative Approaches to the Therapy Process
Edited by Craig Haen, Andrus Children’s Center, New York, USA
“Masses of innovative ideas, stacks of references for further exploration, a brilliant book.” - Play for Life
This book explores a variety of creative approaches that professionals can use to enhance the clinical experience and better reach their young male clients.

We’re No Fun Anymore
Helping Couples Cultivate Joyful Marriages Through the Power of Play
Robert Schwarz, in private practice, Pennsylvania, USA, and Elaine Braff, in private practice, New Jersey, USA
We’re No Fun Anymore reminds therapists and the couples they treat that marriage does not have to mean forfeiting the passion, playfulness and joy in a relationship. With 50 combined years of clinical experience backing it, the program outlined in this book will help to build up a relationship without first tearing it down, examining its weaknesses, or trying to fix its problems.

Also of Interest
Carson/Casado-Kehoe, Eds.: Case Studies in Couples Therapy: Theory-Based Approaches
Hb: 978-0-415-87794-2: July 2011: 426pp. £80.00/$125.00
Pb: 978-0-415-87943-9: July 2011: 426pp. £32.99/$59.95
Series: Family Therapy and Counseling
www.routledgementalhealth.com/9780415879439
e-Examination copy available
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